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IT WASN’T SUPPOSED to end up like this. But it did.

When Theresa brings James to a party as her date, it’s just for the night . . . and
he knows that. But when everything goes horribly wrong, James drives his
motorcycle off a cliff—and Theresa knows she’s responsible for his death.
Theresa tries to run away from the pain, becoming a new young woman with a
whole new life. She meets people, of course, but she never really makes
connections—she’s too scared she’ll hurt them, too. But what Theresa discovers
is that you can try to run away from the pain—but you can never really run away
from yourself. The only way out is through.

This compelling tale of love and loss is about broken hearts—and how to begin
to repair your own.

From the Hardcover edition.
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Editorial Review

From School Library Journal
Grade 9 Up—Theresa's neighbor James has a huge, unrequited crush on her. Theresa loves Randy, who
keeps breaking up with her. At a party, she uses James, with his permission, to make Randy jealous. It
works: he takes her back, but James leaves the party and drives off a cliff. Convinced she is responsible for
his death, Theresa runs away from home, takes on a new identity, and becomes involved in the troubled life
of the young girl next door. Her involvement with this child runs deep enough to entwine their lives, and
myriad difficulties ensue. When Theresa takes on her new identity, the perspective shifts (first person to third
person). This is a bit gimmicky, but it does convey the teen's emotions in trying to escape herself. The author
is ambitious and attempts to cover a lot of ground. Theresa has a lot on her plate just trying to deal with her
own issues, but by adding abused children, Hyde complicates the protagonist's healing process immensely.
Although the teen does grow and has a major turning point, it feels rather forced. The book is filled with
snappy, sarcastic, sitcom dialogue and stock characters—the confused teen, the user boyfriend, the tough kid
with the soft center. Still, the pacing is brisk, and the story is edgy and bold, with drinking, smoking,
runaways, sexual banter, flirting, and murder. Older teens will be captivated, and the cover does a terrific job
of selling the book.—Geri Diorio, The Ridgefield Library, CT
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Review
"Starkly told" and "Emotionally honest." --VOYA

"Both raw and witty." --Kliatt

"Journal entries and brief chapters keep readers engaged...the quiet, powerful admonition permeates this
novel: Be careful with other people's hearts...[an] original, gripping story." --Kirkus

About the Author
CATHERINE RYAN HYDE is the author of four other young adult novels: Becoming Chloe, The Year of
My Miraculous Reappearance, Jumpstart the World, and Diary of a Witness. She is the best-selling and
award-winning author of 20 published and forthcoming books, including the acclaimed WHEN YOU WERE
OLER, DON'T LET ME GO, SECOND HAND HEART, WHEN I FOUND YOU. New Kindle editions of
her backlist titles FUNERALS FOR HORSES, EARTHQUAKE WEATHER AND OTHER STORIES,
ELECTRIC GOD, and WALTER'S PURPLE HEART are now available. Forthcoming frontlist titles are
WALK ME HOME and WHERE WE BELONG. Her bestselling novel PAY IT FORWARD inspired the
movie of the same name. The Richard and Judy Book Club, the UK's equivalent of the Oprah book club,
launched LOVE IN THE PRESENT TENSE and subsequent novels onto the bestseller list in the UK. Learn
much more about the author, maybe even more than you wanted to know, at catherineryanhyde.com.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Henry Jensen:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important take action,
like looking for your favorite e-book and reading a publication. Beside you can solve your problem; you can



add your knowledge by the guide entitled The Day I Killed James. Try to make book The Day I Killed James
as your good friend. It means that it can to be your friend when you sense alone and beside those of course
make you smarter than in the past. Yeah, it is very fortuned for you. The book makes you much more
confidence because you can know almost everything by the book. So , let us make new experience and
knowledge with this book.

Lola Paolucci:

The reserve untitled The Day I Killed James is the e-book that recommended to you to study. You can see
the quality of the book content that will be shown to you. The language that publisher use to explained their
way of doing something is easily to understand. The writer was did a lot of exploration when write the book,
so the information that they share to you personally is absolutely accurate. You also can get the e-book of
The Day I Killed James from the publisher to make you a lot more enjoy free time.

Jeffrey Martinez:

Do you like reading a book? Confuse to looking for your best book? Or your book had been rare? Why so
many concern for the book? But any people feel that they enjoy to get reading. Some people likes reading
through, not only science book but novel and The Day I Killed James or maybe others sources were given
information for you. After you know how the fantastic a book, you feel need to read more and more. Science
guide was created for teacher or maybe students especially. Those guides are helping them to add their
knowledge. In different case, beside science guide, any other book likes The Day I Killed James to make
your spare time more colorful. Many types of book like this one.

Theresa Collins:

As a university student exactly feel bored in order to reading. If their teacher asked them to go to the library
or to make summary for some e-book, they are complained. Just small students that has reading's heart and
soul or real their pastime. They just do what the professor want, like asked to the library. They go to
generally there but nothing reading significantly. Any students feel that examining is not important, boring
and can't see colorful photos on there. Yeah, it is being complicated. Book is very important for you. As we
know that on this age, many ways to get whatever we wish. Likewise word says, many ways to reach
Chinese's country. So , this The Day I Killed James can make you really feel more interested to read.
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